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Side A 

Dede Lingle Ittner: This is Dede Lingle Ittner. I am a member of the Carbondale 

Preservation Commission. I am with Fred Sobery at the Carbondale Civic Center 

planning conference room. We are going to do an oral history today for part of the 

Carbondale Remembered project. I am going to ask Fred to sign a release for the 

materials, the audio recording, the transcript and any pictures he might share with 

us. It says, Fred, “for scholarly and educational purposes.” It says that  (your oral 

history)  will be made available to researchers and other interested individuals, put 

in libraries, on the internet and other network formats and used for publication. 

We hope you will grant us permission to use this material we get today. Can you 

do that for me? 

Fred Sobery: Sure can, absolutely. 

DI: Thank you very much. All right I’m going to ask you to sign- I think it’s right 

about somewhere there. Let me see where we need your signature. Right down in 

that box above that line. 
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FS: Um hum (signs the release) 

DI: Very good, thank you. The time is 9:45. Fred, I want you to state for us your 

full name, your date of birth and your place of birth. Start with full name. 

FS: My full name is Frederick John Edward Sobery. 

DI: Spell Sobery for me. 

FS: That’s S-O-B-E-R-Y 

DI: You have three given names? That’s neat. Where you named after someone? 

FS: Well, I was the first child, so I was named after my father and both of my 

 grandparents. 

DI: Oh that’s very interesting. How many other children were there in the family. 

FS: There were two brothers an one sister. 

DI: You know I have to ask you these questions even though we have known each 

other for some time. Your mother ended up living on Hill Street down the street 

from where my mother lived. But where did you live earlier- as a child? 

FS: The first place in Carbondale was in the 400 block of Illinois Avenue. South 

Illinois Avenue. 

DI: OK, South Illinois. Was the business there too, or just your home? 

FS: Both. The business was across the street. And my parents rented a home next 

to where the old bus station used to be. 

DI: The C&H (Carbondale & Harrisburg) Bus Station. The Greyhound bus station. 

FS: Yes, exactly. 

DI: OK. Right now we want to establish what the family business was. 
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FS: My parents came to town in 1948 and started Sobery’s Bakery at 401 South 

Illinois Avenue. 

DI: I’m trying to think of what is there now. It’s up from the Varsity and down 

from Elm Street. There’s a bunch of little stores in there right now aren’t there? 

FS: Yes. 

DI: Was it in a building or was it in a home? 

FS: No, it had a building. My dad took this business over from Jack Lewis . .  

DI: Bunny Bread? 

FS: Which is kind of a unique story.  Jack had a brother who was quite a drinker. 

DI: No that’s fine. This is fine, we want you to share things. We want you to share 

things. 

FS: And this is before Bunny Bread started out in Anna. And he had a regular 

retail/wholesale bakery in Anna. Which later evolved to be a empire as we all 

know. The famous Bunny Bread is sold clear down to Nashville Tennessee. and  is 

in St. Louis on all the grocery shelves now. 

DI: But he had a little bakery here in town? 

FS: They had a little bakery in Carbondale. and it was primarily to keep - see that 

was Lewis Brothers Bakery at one time it was known as. And it was primarily to 

keep this brother out of his hair down in Anna. 

DI: Alright. 

FS: While Jack went on to build the empire. 
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DI: So it was a job for his brother.  Now who did they sell to up here? Was it local 

up here? 

FS: It was local, retail. 

DI: OK. 

FS: People could come in and buy doughnuts and some pastries and so forth. So 

my father purchased this bakery from Jack and like I said this bakery was 

primarily there just to . . . 

DI:  Yeah a made a note of that “job for his brother” um hub. Very interesting. 

Well that happens, 

FS: He was an alcoholic, see . . . 

DI:  Wanted to keep him out of trouble, so to speak. Well I’m glad your dad got it. 

Now mom and dad both worked the business? 

FS: Oh yes, oh yes. 

DI: And you kids? 

FS: Yes. 

DI: We’re going to come back to that in a minute. I think what we ought to do 

now-  people are always curious about  (knowing) if you grew up in Carbondale, 

how old would you have been when you came?  

FS: I was eight years old. 

DI: You were born in 1940, so you were already in school. Where did you go to 

school? 

FS: Brush. Started there. 
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DI: Started at Brush. Now generally when we’re talking about "Carbondale 

Remembered", I ask if somebody has anything about their elementary school that 

they remember. Is there anything that stands out in your memory as a eight, nine, 

ten year old child about Brush that you want to tell us about? We learn all kinds of 

things , teachers, the playground, the building, events, what? 

FS: Well there was really some good people there. Mr. Martin was the Principal. 

And that’s where I first became acquainted with, oh God bless her, Mary Swindell. 

DI: Let’s spell, I’m going to spell that. S W I N D E L L. What did she teach? 

FS: Well she was the music teacher. 

DI: OK. Everybody got to take music in those days. 

FS: Oh, yeah. And what a treasure she was. 

DI: That’s Bill Marberry’s sister, isn’t it? 

FS: Correct!  

DI: A Professor on campus. We try to put little connections in when we can, if I 

know them, and if the other person knows them. What else about it? Pete Martin 

was the Principal. Of course,  Mary Swindell  I knew well. 

FS: And that’s where I, you know I developed relationships in school. One of my 

 classmates early on was John Alexander, who is Dr. Alexander now. Retired 

University professor. And John’s father, Orville, Dr. Orville Alexander was Dean 

and Chairman of the Government Department at SIU. And I spent many an hour at 

John’s house and he spent a lot of time at our house. 
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DI: Since I’m interested in houses, let me ask you the house that I remember the 

Alexanders living in was on the corner of West Main and Springer. And it’s still 

there. 

FS: Yes it is. 

DI: That was the house. Sometime you’ll have to talk to us about that house, but 

we don’t need to do that today. Any other teachers that you remember? 

FS: Mrs. Loveless. 

DI: Mrs. Loveless ? 

FS: I think I’m right or  Mrs. Truelove. 

DI: What grade? Do you remember? 

FS: Oh, she was, what . . . 

DI: Elementary grade. lower grades... 

FS: Oh she was low grades. 

DI: What do you remember about her?  

FS: Well she was a slender lady. I remember she always carried notebooks in the 

room with her. And she was always at the front of the class and she kept that class 

organized and moving. 

DI: Very formal. Did she teach you everything, I mean except music and stuff like 

that? Did she have all the subjects? Teach your reading and writing and 

arithmetic? 

FS: Oh, boy? (not sure of the facts here) 
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DI: Well, that’s OK. It doesn’t matter. I just was curious. I think they pretty much 

did. Let me see. How many years did you go to Brush then? 

FS: I switched- as I can remember- I went there one year or so and then I switched 

to University  School. 

DI: I’m very selfish as an interviewer. I shouldn’t interject this, but I will talk to 

the tape and tell the tape. I’m selfish because I went to University School and 

that’s where I remember you from. 

FS: I see. 

DI: So you started at U. School  when? Do you remember the first teachers that 

(you had) out there at U School? 

FS: Oh, boy. (not sure) 

DI: I assume that you went out there by fourth or fifth grade? Maybe? 

FS: Yeah, this was in the old Allyn Building. 

DI: In the old Allyn Building. That was a neat old building wasn’t it? 

FS: Yes! 

DI: It still looks pretty much the same. It’s the Art building on campus now. But 

they kept the flooring and the big windows are still the same, even though they’ve 

been insulated. Do you remember any teachers from those grade school years 

there? 

FS:  That’s a tough one. 

DI: That’s all right. Did you go over to the new University School Building? 

FS: Yes 
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DI: You would have been there one of the first years, because we went in fifty-

two. You would have still been fairly young. 

FS: I developed some real nice relationships with some of these classmates. Gary 

Lingle was in my class. Harry McCall. Carmen McGinnis. 

DI: That’s neat, because I remember all of those people. 

FS: Bill Chaney was out there. 

DI: Tell me, I remember going into University School as a new building and it was 

really something. 

FS: Oh Wow! 

DI: But what do you remember from it as a new building. What were the "gee 

whiz" things that a boy might remember. A  12 year old boy. 

FS: Well, it was so big and and everything new and pristine. I mean we’re talking 

about a Taj Mahal type of thing, you know. A first class facility. 

DI: Did you go through  . . .how far did you go there? All the way through high 

school there or did  you switch over to CCHS? 

FS: I switched to CCHS. 

DI: (That's) Carbondale Community High School 

FS: I went up to the freshman year and then I switched to Community as did 

several students. 

DI: I’m glad we had you for a while at that school. Remember any teachers from 

University School? 

FS: Sure, Mr. Sullivan 
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DI: Mr. Sullivan taught Art. Do you have an interest in art? Or it was it just that he 

was a nice guy.  I didn’t know if you had an interest in art or not.  We all did well 

with him. He kind of made you like art.  

FS: Yes, he did. 

DI: Who else might you remember from there? How about in the PE Department? 

Anybody in... 

FS: Dr. Stotlar. What a jewel! Bud, that was "Uncle Bud". 

DI: OK, I’ll put that down. 

FS: You’ve got to understand, everybody referred to Dr. Stotlar (as Uncle Bud). 

He was such an informal person. He wanted you to be able to approach him and 

you know he liked it when the students called him “Uncle Bud” 

DI: It was more a sign of love and respect wasn’t it, rather than less. 

FS: Yes. 

DI: That was some gymnasium over there, too! 

FS: Yes, it was. 

DI: It’s still there and it still looks good. That building is now called Pulliam Hall, 

isn’t it?  Pulliam Hall. 

FS: Yes 

DI: When people try to find out we’re talking about when we talk about the “new” 

U School- if I say in 2007 it’s Pulliam Hall, then they get a better idea. They can 

go from 1940 to 1952, they can jump to 2007and they can say “Now I see where it 

was.” That kind of helps apparently with research, or so I am told. 
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You went to CCHS, which was then on Springer Street - Springer and High. 

FS: Sure 

DI: How about CCHS, memories from CCHS any of them. 

FS: Oh my gosh, there are many of them. 

DI: Well   you choose something that you think would be interesting to school age 

children or researchers in the future, or whatever. Whatever you remember. 

FS: Well the athletics there was awesome. They had some great athletes, whether 

you’re talking about Jay Loveless and Lloyd Sanford and people like this that did 

well on the basketball courts and the football fields and so forth, 

DI: I don’t want to interject something if you know it to NOT be a fact but it 

seems to me that a lot people at both of the high schools who were graduates of 

SIU and had something in sports and then gone on. Do you remember if that was 

the case as  CCHS or not? The guys and the coach had also played football at 

Southern or basketball at  Southern. I guess as a little kid  you might not have 

cared really whether they did on not, 

FS: At SIU? 

DI: It seemed to me that a lot of our faculty at both high schools went through SIU 

and then stayed in town. My point being some of us do stay in Carbondale, or 

come back to Carbondale. 

You graduated from CCHS in ? 

FS: Yes, 1958. 
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DI: 1958. What did you do then? By the way we are going back to the family and 

living down town and so forth, but I just kind of wanted to get more about you into 

it at first.  You graduated and then? 

FS: I started working in the bakery and the family business and I went to SIU and 

did course work out there. 

DI: OK, coursework at SIU . 

FS: In the English department and School of Business. 

DI: Take me anywhere you want from those early years. You can lead into your 

life as an adult or not. 

FS: If it’s alright, lets go back to University School. 

DI: OK, we’ll go back to University School. We can sure do that. 

FS: When we had free time, recreational time, a lot of the classmates and the kids 

would go over to the Baptist Student Center. If you remember Dede, they had a 

basement- there was a bottom floor there- and it had like a cafeteria/snack bar.  

DI: Oh!  

FS: A lot of SIU students kind of congregated there and the U. School students 

would come in there, of course to buy snacks, and hamburgers and cokes and so 

forth- to play the juke box and what have you. It was kind of a gathering place. 

Another very good memory for me was as a student at U School - I was referring 

to these relationships and friendships that you developed over the years.  One of 

my classmates was Mike Morris and (his brother) Peter Morris was a year or two 

ahead of me, but Mike was in my class. 
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DI: Yes, he would have been. 

FS: This is ( SIU President) Dr. Morris’s son, of course. I spent many an evening 

at the Morris house, downstairs. 

DI: Oh, yes. 

FS: Downstairs they had, Dr. Morris had a pool table. Mike and some of his 

friends would go over there and play pool in the late afternoon- right before 

suppertime. I remember so well, Dr. Morris himself coming down. He usually 

wore this beautiful- it was like a  cashmere smoking jacket-type thing. He would 

sit over to the side and just kind of observe us kids playing pool. He would engage 

in conversations with us which was really kind of neat. 

DI: The reason I’m smiling, I don’t know if you can hear the smile, but Fred can 

see the smile. I dated Peter from my sophomore year through his senior year and 

when he was in college. I too have had the family experience with them. It was a 

neat environment. For such a busy, prestigious man, and he could suddenly 

becoming the caring and youth oriented. That may have been why Southern 

succeeded so well,  he thought young people were interesting. 

FS: Yes  

DI: That was a fun place to be. They had a dog during the period of time. I knew 

Peter and Mike well, but I can’t remember anything about the dog. I wish I could. 

That is neat. Now we can go in two directions. We can go downtown and do your 

childhood or we can take you a little further with your adult life. I don’t care 

which way we go. It’s up to you. 
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FS: Well, let’s go downtown. 

DI: Let’s go downtown. Isn’t there a song? That goes that way, “Downtown”. I’m 

going to go downtown to childhood. This is a kind of a unique thing, because 

children don’t live around the business or downtown. 

FS: Sure. 

DI: You moved in in ‘48. Did you always live downtown? I’m trying to think of 

what you told me. You gave me an address or did you always live downtown, as a 

family? 

FS: No, we didn’t. My father bought a large house on Mill Street- 804 West Mill. 

DI: Let me write that down - 804 West Mill. 

FS: Which is now where- is it the Carbondale Towers- or the high rise? 

DI: It would be. I think it is called Carbondale Towers. 

FS: It was very interesting because right across the street is where Dr Hand lived. 

He was vice President of SIU. They had two sons, Randy and John. I was in 

school with John, who I understand is a medical doctor now. 

DI: Yes, he is. 

FS: Randy was a year or two years older than me, one year maybe. 

DI: He went on in education, and I don’t know how high he has gone in education, 

that’s just FYI, not for the tape. How long did you live there? 

FS: Quite a while. 
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DI: I’m just curious. During the period of time that you were living there were the 

Schoen Apartments on the corner of Oakland and whatever there? Were there 

apartments further down on the street at that time, or did those come later? 

FS: Later. 

DI: How about across the street? Was it all houses as that time?  I know later the 

Baptist Foundation  moved over to there in that area. 

FS: That’s farther east. 

DI: So it was mainly houses at that time- residential? 

FS: Oh yes, very residential. 

DI: Great. What do you remember about the houses? I’m just curious, I love old 

houses. You said your  house was big. By that time you had, what - five or six 

children? See you’re making me work today. I need to be a student that can listen 

and remember. 

FS: You’re right. 

DI: Two, three, four. Big enough for all four of them. 

FS: Oh yes, oh yes. 

DI: Very good. What else about downtown? We’ve got you living on Mill. We’ve 

got the (family) business at that time where? 

FS: 404 (South Illinois AV) 

DI: OK, I’m waiting for the move to 401. 

FS: At that time it was already moved. 

DI: The business had moved across the street from... 
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FS: From 401 to 404 (S. Illinois Avenue) 

DI: I think we may have said this on this tape. We want to be sure we get that 

(information) in for (anyone) doing research on downtown. It would have been 

north of the bus station- the Greyhound bus station that Earl Throgmorton owned. 

It would have been about where the train station is now - the Illinois Central 

Station. 

FS: Exactly where it was. 

DI: I remember that as a white house with some depth to it. Tell me about it. How 

did you happen to move into that? Who owned it?  

FS: Sure. Dr. Hackney owned that house and in back of the house he had a 

Veterinarian Clinic, animal clinic. It was a concrete floor and he had cages back 

there for the dogs and the animals. There was quite a bit of room involved, so Dad 

was able to have those cages all removed and redo the floor. He put in a wood 

floor  where the concrete floor was and we moved the big heavy bakery equipment 

in there. 

DI: That butts right up against the railroad. It went back, didn’t it.  It was a long 

lot, those were all long lots. 

FS: Yes, you’re absolutely right. 

DI: I’ve H-A-C-K-N-E-Y for the transcriber,  I hope I got that right. 

FS: The building had another uniqueness to it- if you’d want to call it that. 

What my father did, with Lipe Construction Company, Harry Lipe. They removed 

the front porch of the house, and that’s where the new store front went. We took 
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over the house itself to live in as a family. The bakery was in back of where the 

house was, where his animal clinic was. To the north of the building- the next 

building was Brunner Office Supplies. 

DI: Yes, it was. 

FS: Brunner Office Supplies- Jim Brunner owned that- and Sobery Bakery had a 

“party wall” They shared the same wall. 

DI: OK 

FS: On the north side of the wall you were in Brunner’s Office Supply and on the 

south side of the wall you were in Sobery’s Bakery. 

DI. That’s interesting. To the south of that was the bus station. What was to the 

north of Brunner’s? I’m trying to remember. There’s been several things. That’s a 

pet place there now. (closed in about 2007) 

FS: Well if you go back in time long enough, there was a parking lot and then 

Daniel’s  Grocery Store.  

DI: That was on your (east) side? 

FS: Yes 

DI: That does go back because I’m pulling a little bit to remember that.  

FS: Daniel’s Grocery Store, a large parking lot, Brunner’s and then Sobery’s 

Bakery. Next you had Carbondale Electric and _______Snyder. Half of his 

building he rented out occasionally. That was the very first time Carbondale had a 

pizza parlor.  

DI: I’ll be.  
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FS. A guy from Collinsville area- Tony Corolla 

DI: You know we had better get something going on the Snyder name and I think 

the local one actually has a Y in it, doesn’t it?  Snyder?? I don’t know.  How that 

was spelled, do you? 

FS:  _______was his first name. 

DI: I’ve got that. I’m going to take a guess and put a question  mark by it. And try 

the pizza man’s name and we’ll try for a spelling for people have to transcribe this. 

FS: OK, this guy was from originally Chicago Heights and he made real good 

pizzas.  He had a place up around the race track in Collinsville. 

DI: What was his name? 

FS: Corolla 

DI: Okay. 

FS: A real colorful guy. 

DI: I’m going to try for a spelling on that one too because will be hard. 

FS: Very Italian and very colorful. 

DI: That was the first pizza place, first place that made pizzas. 

FS: The first place that made pizzas. 

DI: OK, that’s neat. I’ve never gotten that in any of my interviews . . 

FS: It was called “Tony’s Pizzeria” And in the beginning, the uniqueness of the 

place was, in the dining room there was large window that you could see into the 

kitchen. 

DI: Oh, my. 
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FS:  They would put a show of flipping these pizzas up, the dough, up into the air 

while pulling and stretching the pizza dough. Nobody, even the later to come in 

Carbondale with the pizzas, you know, Italian Village came, and Pizza King with 

Tom Hunt came. None of them put on a show like you could see down here on 

South Illinois Avenue with these guys throwing these dough balls in the air.  

DI: Isn’t that something. Well, that’s still considered quite cool. But that’s good 

because I hadn’t gotten that. Would you like to tell me what the inside of the 

Sobery Bakery looked like? 

FS: Sure. 

DI: If it’s significant I’d like to have the information..  

FS: Well there’s a couple of interesting things about that. 

DI: Oh, I need to do something at this point. As we start this conversation. for 

those of you who are using this material for research. Fred has given us a poster 

that was “Sobery’s Bakery proudly announces their grand opening.”  

And the dates are in the Southern Illinoisan Wednesday, June 27, 1958. It will be 

in the file with his material. And it will also tell  you some of the other business in 

Carbondale at that time that sent their congratulations. So that will give you some 

other hints of things to look for. That’s my editorial there and we can go back to 

some interesting things in the shop, the store, bakery. Tell me some. Tell me about 

the bakery. 

FS: Well you’ve got to understand my grandparents come from Germany and I 

myself, I’m considered a third generation German baker. And when you walked in 
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the door of that bakery there was actually some real ornate signs up high on the 

wall. There was one on the right wall, one on the left wall and one straight over 

the showcases on the back wall that were all written in beautiful German script 

writing. And the one on the right wall I remember said Auf Vidersain. The 

Germans have no word for goodbye. If you said goodbye in German, that would 

mean Das asalis, that means you’re going to die. And so they don’t believe that, so 

they say Auf Vedsersaid (I’ll see you again). And the other sign was kind of neat 

because it had two giant lions painted on it, holding up a silver rolling pin. And 

see, in the country of Germany, everything has a symbol and the bakery, the 

symbol, if you saw two lions on a storefront that meant you were at a bakery. 

DI: I’ll be. 

FS: Or if you say a sign out front that sort of looks likes a pretzel. They call those 

kringles you knew you were at a bakery. 

DI: The pretzel I can get. But the lions is interesting. Do you know, I guess we 

might as well throw  this in right now. I got so interested in what you were saying 

and in getting started that you just mentioned your German heritage and  I didn’t 

ask you where you were born. Give me your birth date first and then the place. 

FS: Ok, I was born on May 3, 1940, in St. Louis Missouri. My grandparents were 

emigrants into this country from Germany and settled in south Saint Louis which 

was a very Germanic area of the city of Saint Louis.  When I was a child the 

German language was spoken as much as English in South Saint Louis. They had 

a German bakery there that specialized in traditional German cuisine. 
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DI: Bill’s Mother and Dad were Swiss-German. She was a (marvelous cook and) 

baker. So when you mentioned these (delicious things) I can’t even visualize in 

my head without my mouth watering. 

FS: Does he (Bill) speak German? 

DI: He had some in college. It was spoken in his home. You know I’m not 

supposed to be (talking on so much) on this tape, but I’m going to share this with 

my friend Fred. They (Bill's folks) grew up in Highland Illinois. 

FS: Oh, that’s a Swiss town . 

DI: Until  . . . well  (his folks were) Swiss and German, because they lived on the 

border. Until World War II German was spoken in the town - downtown and in the 

homes. Bill used to say when his folks didn’t want the kids to understand they 

were saying, they were launch into German. But (that stopped when WWII 

began). During World War II you didn’t want to admit that you had that heritage. 

FS: Sure! 

 

Starts repeating this same thing later.... 

DI: Oh, I need to do something at this point. As we start this conversation. for 

those of you who are using this material for research. Fred has given us a poster 

that was “Sobery’s Bakery proudly announces their grand opening.”  

And the dates are in the Southern Illinoisan Wednesday, June 27, 1958. It will be 

in the file with his material. And it will also tell  you some of the other business in 

Carbondale at that time that sent their congratulations. So that will give you some 

other hints of things to look for. That’s my editorial there and we can go back to 
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some interesting things in the shop, the store, bakery. Tell me some. Tell me about 

the bakery. 

FS: Well you’ve go to understand my grandparents come from Germany and I 

myself, I’m considered a third generation German baker. And when you walked in 

the door of that bakery there was actually some real ornate signs up high on the 

wall. There was one on the right wall, one on the left wall and one straight over 

the showcases on the back wall that were all written in beautiful German script 

writing. And the one on the right wall I remember said Auf Vidersain. The 

Germans have no word for goodbye. If you said goodbye in German, that would 

mean Das asalis, that means you’re going to die. And so they don’t believe that, so 

they say Auf Vedsersaid (I’ll see you again). And the other sign was kind of neat 

because it had two giant lions painted on it, holding up a silver rolling pin. And 

see, in the country of Germany, everything has a symbol and the bakery, the 

symbol, if you saw two lions on a storefront that meant you were at a bakery. 

DI: I’ll be. 

FS: Or if you say a sign out front that sort of looks likes a pretzel. They call those 

kringles you knew you were at a bakery. 

DI: The pretzel I can get. But the lions is interesting. Do you know, I guess we 

might as well throw  this in right now. I got so interested in what you were saying 

and in getting started that you just mentioned your German heritage and  I didn’t 

ask you where you were born. Give me your birth date first and then the place. 
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FS: Ok, I was born on May 3, 1940, in St. Louis Missouri. My grandparents were 

emigrants into this country from Germany and settled in south Saint Louis which 

was a very Germanic area of the city of Saint Louis.  When I was a child the 

German language was spoke as much as English in South Saint Louis. And they 

had a German bakery there that specialized the traditional German cuisine in the 

bakery. 

(BACK TO FRED) 

 DI: It was a natural thing then for your dad to be a baker and to come down here- 

that was tradition wasn’t it? That was heritage. 

FS: Sure! 

DI: That’s terrific. Well, I’m glad we got that in. To whoever transcribes this, you 

could take this information and put it at the first of the interview, too, because we 

sometimes do that. But I got so excited. I knew what was coming, and this is good 

stuff.  We've looked downtown, we’ve talked about some of the interior of the 

bakery. You said that heavy equipment was moved over, so that by 1958 there 

really was some equipment involved in the bakery. It wasn’t just done like Ma’s 

backroom or her kitchen, right? 

FS: Oh, no, big ovens, big mixers . . 

DI: Well- what’s "BIG"? You know, what size? Two feet by a foot, or two feet by 

two feet or ...? 

FS: No this oven would hold twelve or fourteen baking pans. 

DI: Oh, you’re kidding me? 
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FS: (Shakes head) Those pans are 18 by 26 inches. 

DI: Oh, my word! 

FS: And it was a revolving wheel oven. You know, dad bought some modern 

equipment and installed it. In fact, I helped install that oven. He had a machine 

called a dough breaker, a sheeter and some large mixers. 

DI: Terrific. No wonder he was such a success. Not only his personality, but he 

was well known, well loved and respected. Respected enough- I’m going to  lead 

into another picture here. Fred brought in a picture of his father and Dr. and Mrs. 

Morris. It was taken in the old Student Center which was on Harwood Avenue. It 

was an old army barracks. The barracks were installed (on campus) during World 

War II. We (SIU) took them over and used them for our Student Center for some 

years before the new one (was built). This probably was - I know they did this 

New Student Week- they had doughnut hours, But I don’t know- did they do it 

more frequently than that?  

FS: It was an annual deal every year. IF you remember Bill Howe the engineer out 

at that University at  the Physical Plant.  He would get with my father and the 

University- the physical plant- would send down a truck to the bakery and they 

would load that doughnut machine into the truck and haul it out to the center. Bill 

Howe would send over an electrician and wire that machine  up into the wiring 

there at the student center. 

DI: In that Army barracks that was something of a trick in itself. 

FS: Oh, yes. This was done every year. I went out there several times for that. 
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DI: Maybe we ought to say for the sake of this picture that baker Fred Sobery very 

generously plunked his white hat on Dr. Morris’ head. Dr. Morris was there to 

serve the doughnuts. He didn’t have a whole lot to do with the preparation. I guess 

they’d be fried back then wouldn't they. It is a delightful picture showing Fred 

Sobery, Delyte and Dorothy Morris. Dr. Morris came here in ‘48, so this is after 

‘48. They still look quite young don’t they? Your dad looks quite young, too. 

FS: Yes they do. 

DI: Can I interject a question about-  back to the bakery? Anyway we’ve got that 

picture available for researchers. I know you did wonderful bread and doughnuts 

and things like that, but one of the most wonderful things to all of us young 

women at that time was the wedding cakes. 

FS: Ah (smiling) 

DI: My wedding cake, Bill and my wedding cake was made by you all. It was 

delicious. It was a small one. It wasn’t a huge fancy one, but it was absolutely 

delicious and that’s kind of rare- to have a really good tasting wedding cake. 

FS: Yeah 

DI: It was very beautiful as well. Who did wedding cakes? Did Mom do any of 

that or was that Dad? 

FS: Oh, yeah. Well, both my parents were very good decorators. 

DI: They made beautiful cakes. 
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FS: Yeah, my Mother was outstanding, as  I found out later in life when I went to 

work for a bakery ingredient company and traveled internationally and nationally 

for them as their senior technical rep. 

DI: We did get a bit of your life in here. I wanted that!  Ok When you traveled, 

you found out . . . 

FS: How good my Mother was. She had an absolute wealth of skill writing when it 

came to cakes. I don’t care how nice you decorate a cake, if you put mediocre or 

poor handwriting on it, it just doesn’t fly. You can take a mediocre cake and put a 

real nice handwriting on it and use mediocre decorations that are just so-so, it 

won't reach up and grab you. But you put a real outstanding handwriting on it and 

hey! You can score a touchdown, you know. 

Bill used to say when his folks didn’t want the kids to understand they were 

saying, they were launch into German. But then after World War II you didn’t 

want to admit that you had that heritage. That was a natural thing then for you dad 

to be a baker and to come down here that was tradition wasn’t it? That was 

heritage. 

FS: Sure! 

DI: That’s terrific. I’m glad we got that in. To whoever is transcribing this, you 

can take information and put it back to first of the interview, too, because we 

always do that. I got so excited. I knew what was coming and this is good stuff. 

 We look at the downtown. We’ve talked about some of the interior of the bakery. 

That heavy equipment was moved over so that by 1958 there really was some 
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equipment involved in the bakery. It wasn’t just done like Ma’s backroom or her 

kitchen, right? 

FS: Oh, no, big ovens, big mixers ! 

DI: Well what’s big? You know, now they’re what- two feet by a foot, or two feet 

by two feet or so. 

FS: No! This oven would hold twelve or fourteen baking pans. 

DI: On, you’re kidding me. 

FS: Those pans are 18 by 26 inches" 

DI: Oh, my word. 

FS: It was a revolving wheel oven. You know, Dad bought some modern 

equipment and installed it. In fact I helped install that oven. And he had a machine 

called a dough breaker, a sheeter, some large mixers. 

DI: Terrific. No wonder he was such a success. Not only his personality but he 

was well known, and well loved, and respected. Respected enough -,this is what 

we call a segue - I’m going to  lead into another picture here. Fred brought in a 

picture of his father and Dr. and Mrs. Morris. It was in the old Student Center 

which was in Harwood Avenue and it was in army barracks that were installed 

during World War II and then we took them over and used them for our Student 

Center for some years before the new one. And this probably was - I know they 

did this New Student Week, they had doughnut hours, But I don’t know, did they 

do it more frequently than that? Because . . . 
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FS: It was an annual deal every year. IF you remember Bill Howell the engineer 

out at that University, the physical plant, he would get with my father and the 

University, or the physical plant, would send down a truck to the bakery and they 

would load that doughnut machine into the truck and haul it out to the center. And 

Bill Howell would send over an electrician and wire that machine  up into the 

wiring there at the student center. 

DI: In that Army barracks was something of a trick in itself. 

FS: Oh, yes. And this was done every year. I went out there several times for that. 

DI: Now, maybe we ought to say of this picture that the baker Mr. Fred Sobery 

very generously plunked his white hat on Dr. Morris’ head. Dr. Morris really was 

there to serve them. He didn’t have a whole lot to do with the preparation of the 

doughnuts. I guess they’d be fried back then wouldn’t they?  But it is a delightful 

picture showing Fred Sobery, Delyte, and Dorothy Morris. And Dr. Morris came 

here in ‘48, so this is after ‘48. They still look quite young don’t they? And you 

dad looks quite young. 

FS: Yes, they do. 

This  begins another repeated segment 

DI: Can I interject a question about. . now down back to the bakery? Well anyway 

we’ve got that picture available for researchers. I know you did wonderful bread 

and doughnuts and things like that, but one of the most wonderful things to all of 

us young women at that time was the wedding cakes. 

FS: Ahaaa... 
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DI: My wedding cake, Bill and my wedding cake was made by you all. And it was 

delicious. It was a small one. It wasn’t a huge fancy one, but it was absolutely 

delicious. And that’s kind of rare.  To have a really good wedding cake taste. 

FS: Yeah 

DI: As well as very beautiful, And who did wedding cakes? Did Mom do any of 

that or was that Dad? 

FS: Oh, yeah. Well, both my parents were very good decorators. 

DI: They were beautiful cakes. 

FS: Yeah, my Mother was outstanding. And as I found out later in life when I 

went to work for a bakery ingredient company and traveled internationally and 

nationally for them as their senior technical rep . . . 

DI: See we did get a bit of your life in here. I wanted that,. Ok When you traveled, 

you found out . . . 

FS: How good my Mother was because she had an absolute wall of skin writing 

when it come to cakes. I don’t care how nice you decorate a cake, if you put a 

mediocre or poor handwriting on it, it just doesn’t fly, but you can take a mediocre 

cake an put a real nice handwriting on it and use the word mediocre in the 

decorations were just so-so. It wasn’t reaching up and grabbing you, but you put a 

read outstanding handwriting no it and, and hey, you can score a touchdown, you 

know. 

From here on looks OK..no repeats 
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DI: And their colors were beautiful. Ours was a mint green and ivory wedding and 

I remember she did many, many small roses and greenery and it was so delicate an 

so beautiful. I just wondered if she didn’t have a hand in that, literally.  

FS: She was outstanding, she was just outstanding.  

DI: Tell me a little bit about what you might have been expected to do as a child 

working at the bakery. During that period of time you can also take us into some 

of the stores and tell any of the stories you want to about the restaurateurs down 

town. 

FS: Ahaaa... 

DI: And we’ll be finishing up this side of the tape in probably about five or ten 

minutes but we’ll go on to the second half of the tape and you can continue. So if 

there is a break in this, folks, just keep listening, because I’m going to sit back and 

relax and I’m just going to let you take me anywhere you want to, or what a 

typical day was like for a boy that was a member of the Sobery family. 

FS: Well when I was fourteen or fifteen years old I was expected to - especially on 

the weekends - get up and go down to the bakery production area and assist in 

frying doughnuts, which is quite an involved project, and by that time the Danish 

rolls and the coffeecakes and some of the breads were already out of the oven. But 

they had to get the doughnuts done. ‘Cause \my parents delivered to restaurants 

and facilities in the area and they had to have these doughnuts and rolls by a 

certain time every morning for their breakfast trade. 

DI: Are we talking early here? 
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FS: Yeah, I was up, I would have to get up around four o’clock in the morning. 

DI: Hard for a kid . . . 

FS: Yes, it is, a fourteen year old kid, that was a little painful you know. 

DI: (Nods) 

FS: Had to go down and work in that hot place, you know. The interesting thing 

about this bakery, Southern Illinois had not really had anything quite like this 

before, before my  parents, because of the European influence that they brought to 

the business, You couldn’t go anywhere else in Southern Illinois and get flam and 

kuchens. Mohn kuchens which is a poppyseed struttle. Lenzentorten, you know, 

the European style cheesecakes and so forth.  My father was one who believed is 

pretty much trying everything, You could get a regular cake there or you could 

buy a chiffon cake,  you know. And you know not only did he have angel food 

cakes, he had chiffon cakes. You can get banana chiffon, you can get walnut 

chiffon, all these different things. He always believed in using the first for things 

like this, on top of the coffeecakes. Old European scenario. 

DI: I’m sitting here and I’m just struck by the fact that somebody has to transcribe 

all these German words. Now do you spell those German words, or how do you 

suggest for a person transcribing them? 

FS: Oh, boy. 

DI That’ll be a trick wont it? 

FS: Yeah, they better get a hold of me and I’ll have to help them. 
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DI: Do you have a German/English dictionary. Maybe we could find a 

German/English Dictionary and see if you could lead us to the word that looked 

like it would be correct. If any of them come to your mind that you have 

mentioned, because they just rolled off your tongue beautifully. If they come to 

your mind, try to jot down what you think the spelling might be. 

FS: Well, plam. that begins with a “p”, but Lunquchenss translated means literally 

mean “poppy seed struddle”. 

DI: That’s great. When you say that after it and they hear it, but how do you . . . 

FS: Well plamen kuchen is a plum which is very popular in Germany. 

DI:  Okay! 

FS: Any bakery you go to in Germany, flam kuchen is there were day. It’s is a 

very - you wouldn’t see it too often over here unless you were in a  German 

bakery some where but you get flam kuchen  every day in Germany and it’s very 

popular. 

DI: It just dawned on me what we might be able to do here. We might make a note 

on this tape to translate as best they can, and leave blanks and maybe we could 

take it out to the German department and see because they still teach German out 

here. And see if one if their students would like some extra credit they can 

translate it. Now our grandson  is just in his second semester of German and it’s 

quite possible that he could do it for us, so I can make a copy of the tape and 

challenge him this summer before he gets to college. Ian might just enjoy it 

immensely. But it dawned on me and I needed to say something for the tape so the 
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poor person transcribing it doesn’t suddenly go “I can’t do this!” Do it the best we 

can and then we’ll try to get somebody to listen to the tape and insert the right 

words. 

I interrupted you and you were saying that you went down - you got up as early as 

four AM when  you were 14  or 15.  Yon went down to do doughnuts because they 

were expected early and they had to get them to the restaurants.  OK, how did they 

get to the restaurants? 

FS: OK, my father had a station wagon which was utilized for delivery purposes .  

DI: What color was it? 

FS: Well the first one was red. It was a Plymouth. In fact he had Sobery and Sons 

Tasty Bakery written on the side of it. 

DI: I only mention that because some people will remember that. Oldtimers in 

Carbondale will remember seeing that. So, did he go around down town or . . . 

FS: Went from everywhere to VTI out at Carterville area, Vocational Techencal 

Institute. Delivered doughnuts out there. Up to UD’s drugstore on campus, right 

next to the campus rather. Martin Chaney and Jean Paul Crawshaw owned that 

you know. 

DI: And I’m going to put in here just in case the person transcribing wants to, that 

UD's was for University Drugs. 

FS: Yes. 

DI: Excuse me, my voice is going... 
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FS: Then places like- see back then you had drug stores that actually had soda 

fountains. Walgreens down town . . 

DI: Walgreens was downtown? 

FS: Yes, it was owned by Tom McClintock and it was two doors south of Ralph, 

"Tin Ear" Johnson’s gas station. 

DI: I’m going to put "Tin Ear" down because we’ve has this discussion before 

with others about Tin Ear Johnson. It was a "nickernacker" name. Probably due to 

his lack of hearing. That was right across the street from you kind of wasn’t it 

FS: Yes, two doors down and across, right across and it was down two doors. 

DI: OK 

FS:  So you had  Tin Ear’s gas station on the corner of Illinois and Elm and then 

came the Famous Dress Shop. That was Marie and Coy Prince. 

DI: Wait a minute. I’d better put that down.  

FS: Famous Dress Store. 

DI: Who owned that? 

FS: Marie and Coy Prince. They lived at 507 Pecan Street. 

DI: Can you hazard a guess on the first name? 

FS: Coy.  C- O- Y 

DI: Marie 

FS:  M- A- R- I- E 

DI: Coy, that’s an unusual one. It’s not unusual or southern in the south  but it’s 

kind of unusual up here. 
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FS: Very nice people. 

DI: They were and it was a nice place, I bought things there. We’ll get those 

names down. 

FS: And one door north was  Walgreen's 

DI: We’re going to run out of tape so I think we’re going to just let it run out of 

tape. 

FS: The man that Tom McClintock bought Walgreen's from, you know, I’ve 

forgotten his name. But he used to grow orchids and was an expert on that - on 

growing orchids. 

DI: I know who will know. Ask Mary Simon because Ernie Simon started out at 

VTI and  in later years grew gorgeous orchids. I'll ask  Mary Simon about 

McClintock’s orchids. 

 

END OF SIDE A 
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Subject: Side B - Fred Sobery  

DI: Fred will take us to downtown Carbondale. As promised, we ran out of tape 

and just as we ran out of tape, Fred said, "Now, let me straighten that out. He said 

there were three- 

FS: Three different drug stores in the city of Carbondale that had soda fountains. 

DI: OK, go for it. 

FS: The first one let's talk about is Kline-Vicks which would have been real close 

to the Hub Cafe. 

DI: Ok, that's Kline-Vicks, 

FS: The family that ran it was Rush. There was a son by the name of Clyde that 

we all called "Buddy-Buddy". "Funny Brush." 

DI: I didn't know that they called him that. 

FS: Buddy Rush. Now their soda fountain was in the back of the building. The 

drug store was in the front part of the building and believe that's the drug store that 

had the camera department. There was a black gentleman  (who ran it).  

DI: I believe that  did have one). 

FS:  The black guy lived in Carbondale- lived here for years and he was really 

good with cameras. And he sold a lot of cameras and supplies out of that drug 

store. The next drug store let's bring up is Hewitt's Rexall Drug. That was the 

Hewitt family. There was River Hewitt and Ann Hewitt were the children. 

DI: Yes, I remember them. 
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FS: They had a soda fountain. You could get milk shakes, sarsaparilla, ice cream 

sodas and sundaes- and all cold  stuff- confectionary goods like that.  The third 

drug store would of course be the Walgreen store that Tom McClintock owned. 

DI: I think I know, now that you've corrected me, where that is. But tell us where 

that is. 

FS: The Walgreens? 

DI: Yes. 

FS: That was two doors north of "Tin Ear" Johnson's Standard Service Station. 

DI: It was two doors up from the corner of Elm and Illinois. It would be beyond 

was the old Barrow Clinic that is now a motorcycle place. Well it's a bar, but I 

mean (motorcycle folks go there). What is that place called. I should know that. 

There's a brick building. 

FS: Are you talking about P.K.'s? 

DI: P.K.'s. Yes, a brick building. It would have been just north of that. 

FS: Yes. Or wait a minute... 

DI:  Would it have been south, the other way, because that leaves too much space? 

There's a (city) parking lot now on that corner. Walgreens was  McClintock's? 

Yes, I did know that, that's good. 

FS: Now in later years . . .. 

DI: A soda fountain? Yes, I do. It's coming back to me. Yes, because you walked 

in and it was just a little bit more than just pulling one door open, there was glass 

on either side.  
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FS: French doors, sure. 

DI: Yes? 

FS: Right across the street, Dede. was Daniel's Grocery Store. 

DI: Yes, yes. I do remember Daniel's now. That area - the west side, backing up to 

the railroad track has changed so much and there have been a lot of things in there. 

FS: Oh, yeah. 

DI: I can still see your Sobery's Bakery there easier than I can some of the other on 

that side. Daniel's- I know it was there, but I definitely remember the Bakery. OK, 

Walgreen's- I've got that down. I've spelled Clyde Rush and I've spelled 

McClintock and I've spelled Hewitt Rexall. We ought be safe on that. Did you 

ever get involved in any - did you ever go in and out of any of these stores as a 

 part of delivering? 

FS: Oh, yes, all the time. 

DI: Share with us. 

FS: All the time, and as a result. Well see, I delivered back then to all these places. 

If you want to start up at the beginning. It would be the Hub Cafe on the corner of 

Illinois and Main. That was owned by Nick Masters. I like to refer to Illinois Ave. 

as the "Street of the Greeks". I'm talking about the real Greeks.  

DI: Oh my, all right. 

FS: Nick Masters was Greek; he had the accent. He used to smoke a cigar. That 

was a busy, busy place. ( the southwest corner of W. Main and S. Illinois). I used 

to carry dinner rolls. Well, I carried the doughnuts and Danish rolls there in the 
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morning for the breakfast train. A lot of business men congregated at the Hub Cafe 

early in the morning- to solve the national problems and city problems. The next 

restaurant was the Green Mil- coming south- that was owned by a Greek family, 

Johnny, John Licos. They had two children, Johnny and Mary.  

DI: I'm trying to spell Licos. It starts with an L? 

FS: L-I-C-O-S, is it? 

DI: I don't know. 

FS: Mary's still around. 

DI: I know she is. We've got to get that one right too. I'll work on that. 

FS: Oh, she would be excellent to interview. 

DI: I know she would. I've got to be able to spell her name or I can't look her up in 

the phone book even. Everybody says she'll be good, but nobody has said, "Well 

I'll talk to her and get her to call you". you know. I like it if people contact me then 

I know they're really interested. 

FS: I might be able to facilitate that. 

DI: If you could do that I'd love to do it. She has a cook that's still living too and 

every has said, you ought to get Mary's cook because she has a lot of World War II 

memories which you and I are a little short on those. Anyway, I didn't mean to 

interrupt you. So you would take them to the restaurants and how many Greek 

ones would you say there were? 

FS: Oh, well we're still going on that. Yeah, when I say the Street of Greeks I'm 

serious. Then the next major restaurant coming down (south)... well you had 
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another one, but I don't know if they were really Greek. That was the Ritz Cafe. 

See, I delivered in there. First would be the breakfast stuff and then later in the day 

I'd be taking pies and dinner rolls into these same places. Whether it was the Green 

Mill, the Hub or the  Ritz Cafe. 

DI: Where was the  Ritz Cafe? (People have)  mentioned that several times, but I 

can't picture where it was. The first block or the second block of South Illinois? 

We're in the second block sitting here now in the Civic Center- we're in the second 

block. Which had Goldsmith's Clothing Store. 

FS: Right next to Goldsmiths. 

DI: Oh, okay. 

FS: ... Or Goldie's 

DI: Keep me going. 

FS: The next major restaurant that I would bring up is John's Cafe. And that was 

owned by John and Irene Kirkikis. 

DI: Can't spell that one either. 

FS: Bob Kirkikis's lives out here at Spring Arbor. 

DI: So Bob will be in the phone book? 

FS: Oh yeah. 

DI: Ok, so I'll try that. What was that one was called ?   

FS: John's Cafe. I believe it was the only place that sold beer on Illinois Avenue at 

that time. Unless the Rat Hole was open then. That was a basement joint beneath 
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the Hub. John's Cafe did sell beer and a lot of the college students went in there 

because of that. His wife was a very heavyset woman .   

DI: John's? 

FS: Yeah. Irene- she worked the cash register. You never saw her in the back. She 

was never back there peeling potatoes or anything like that, but John had a broker 

named George.  John as a very flamboyant type person. You could hear this guy 

talking if you were sitting at one of the stools or a booth at the front of the building 

and he was in the back, you could hear this  guy talking. 

DI: Therein lies a story maybe? 

FS:  (Nods but not sure he should tell that). 

DI: We can. You certainly can. You can change any words you want to... but you 

don't have to (tell it). 

FS: OK, I'll tell you the way I remember it. 

DI: Ok this is just (the way you remember it). 

FS: You may have to clean this up. 

DI: On the other hand, we want the flavor of the town and these were real people 

and many of them aren't with us any more and they were all a wonderful part of 

our community. So if we say something that is offensive we don't mean it to be 

offensive, we just mean it to reflect Carbondale as it was at that time. 

FS There were a number of these kind of people that were in and out these 

business every day. Jack L_____, the Bunny Bread driver would come up and 

park in front of John's Cafe and unload hamburger buns and hotdog buns and so 
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forth, then he'd go up to the Hub and the Green Mill and do the same thing. Well 

the milkman was doing the same job and there was a driver by the name of Rat 

Gunn and his brother was Jack (?) Gunn. The Gunns lived over across from the 

old Lincoln Junior High School on that side street there. Jack Gunn was the 

maintenance guy at the hospital for years. But Rat delivered milk for New Era 

Dairy for the Parishes. And John loved to argue with Rat. You know, you're not   

 putting the milk away right, you didn't replace the old milk with the new milk, 

and give me credit for these . . and it was in a very loud demanding voice. 

Instructions were always being handed out to this poor trying to deliver milk and 

get out of the place so he can deliver the rest of this milk he had. I remember being 

in there one morning,  Ah, Gueten tagg, my freid? (edit spelling) 

 

DI: My husband just walked and I did mention that you had a bit of German after 

you were growing up, and anyway. You forgot most of it huh. Wait until you hear 

this tape and you hear all these wonderful delicacies that the Sobery's baked, in 

German. I'm going to quiz you and say, OK how do you spell that? I'm hoping 

maybe Ian can do it. It will take a while. (husband returns) Bill just usually fades 

out. He doesn't bother you does he? Fred greets ill and says "No!" 

Well, we got Rat Gunn, delivering the milk for, who was he delivering it for ? 

FS: New Era Dairy. 

DI: Is he at John Kyriako's? Or where? 
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FS: Yeah 

DI:  John was the big Greek with the big voice. 

FS: Commanding voice. And John loved to argue and  virtually he would get into 

arguments with all these vendors. You know. He wanted to let them know who 

was boss. So John and Rat were in this hellacious argument and you know there 

are several guys - one of them was my uncle. My uncle happened to be sitting - 

who worked at the bakery - happened to be sitting at the coffee bar counter there 

and I dropped off the doughnuts and the rolls and so I'm sitting up there next to my 

uncle Clyde and Rat and John are in this hellacious argument, I mean they are . . 

John's doing the screaming, Rat isn't doing anything and Rat had a very unusual 

laugh. It was "rrrrr-rrrrr-rrrrr". Sort of like a machine gun laugh. So John says: 

"Oh, get the hell out of here" and all this and that. 

 John actually, I never will forget this, picked up a butcher knife in the kitchen and 

as Rat is heading for the door throws this knife, and the door hadn't quiet closed 

yet, and it goes right  out the door, out on the street and here I am, as a boy, I'm 

watching this unfold you know, and Rat comes back to the door and opens it up 

"rrrrrr rrrrrrr you missed me you Greek bastxxxad, you missed me rrrrrrrrrrr" 

DI: It's good we got our disclaim on that, but that's the way it happened. 

FS: Yes, that's the way it happened. It really did. 

DI: Did Kiriakos have any specialties? I mean with the Greek food for example? 

FS: Yes! 
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DI: Well, give him a good statement here. 

FS: Oh Lord, yes. It was wonderful food. This was not an upscale deal at all. It 

was a place you went for good food! 

DI: It was a good thing. 

FS: Yeah, a good cafe and you couldn't beat the Greeks for a couple of things. I 

will say that about Lycos place, too - the Green Mill. Let's say you ordered a meat 

loaf plate meal there- with the potatoes and vegetables and etc. It's not that the 

meat loaf was that outstanding, but I can assure you that his tomato sauce or that 

mushroom gravy that went on there was very, very good and something you would 

remember. 

DI: Um, huh. 

FS: They were absolutely experts at sauces- soups. If  you wanted a good bowl of 

soup, or a sauce of some kind, you went to the Green Mill or you went to John's 

Cafe. I mean, it was always good. 

DI: And your Dad provided the desert so we knew they were always . . . 

FS: Yeah, we delivered the pies and, of course, breakfast rolls and those kind of 

things and the dinner rolls. Those all had to be put in a special  place. He had a 

bun warmer in the back there that I would have to dump those rolls in. 

DI: But you got out without having anything thrown at you. You were still fairly 

young at that time. 

FS: Oh yeah! I was smart enough (pauses) 

DI: To do it his way?? 
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FS: Do it the right way. (nods and smiles) 

DI: I don't blame you. Where to you want to go (mosey on) from here. We've got 

another ten minutes or so, if there's anything (you want to cover-) 

FS: Well, there were a couple of other Greek places. 

DI: Oh, my goodness, we've still got some more. 

FS: They were smaller. 

DI: Let's do them. I'll try to get enough down, so we call spell the names. Go for it. 

We're going down Illinois now? 

FS: Yeah, remember it's the Street of Greeks.  Byford Smith had a place called 

Smittie's. 

DI: Okay  

FS: And his brother-in-law was Al Bevis, who was also a Greek. Al owned and 

operated the Ala-A-Bye. 

DI: Yes? 

FS: Which was a very famous place. On the corner of - what would that be- 

Illinois and College. Where John McGowan eventually wound up with his office. 

DI: Who was his brother? 

FS: Brother-in-law- Byford Smith. 

DI: I think we'll just call it the Ala-A-Bye because several people have mentioned 

the Ala-A-Bye. 
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FS: Byford Smith's place was up the street (and) called "Smittie's". He's the one 

that started Coney Dogs in Carbondale. And then, of course, the Ala-A-Bye later 

started having those nice Coney Dogs. 

DI: Several people have mentioned that. I don't know if you remember it or not 

because you went to CCHS in High School. Were you ever there in High School- 

at the Ala-a-Bye? I can't remember being in there. 

FS: Oh yeah. Ala-a-Bye was full of pinball machines. 

DI: That's what I heard. 

FS: Full of them. 

DI: Kids said they would walk home from Lincoln School and stop there on the 

way. 

FS: Yeah, you know what? I almost missed another Greek place. 

DI. I'm with you. 

FS:  Then let's walk across the street- like Dede says- "Let's take a walk." 

DI: Yes? 

FS: Let's walk from the Ala-a-Bye, let's walk over to the City Dairy. 

DI: All right 

FS: We're going to walk right across Illinois Ave. going east and the City Dairy 

was on that corner of Illinois and College. 

DI: Yes. 

FS: That was Jimmy Morris, who was about as Greek as you can get. 
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DI: Masters and Morris, to me don't sound Greek,  but I'm always impressed that 

they were because I knew they were. 

FS: Oh yes, oh yes. 

DI: What did they have there? It was a dairy, so I assume they has good ice cream. 

FS: Ice cream, ice cream! 

DI: Made locally? 

FS: That's a good question. 

DI: I know it was early on.  

FS: Early on, no doubt. 

DI: New Era made some of theirs, I know, early on. I just wondered if by the time 

you all were there (was it still homemade)? 

FS: I even knew people that worked there, A girl named Jo Anne _____ from this 

Senior Center, she used to scoop ice cream there. 

DI: Somebody else told me in one of the interviews recently told me that he was 

good about giving them jobs where they were just starting out and teaching them 

how to do it. Other people, you know, wanted somebody who had more 

experience. The high school kids could even dip ice cream. That's good. 

FS: Now Dede, one thing that stand out in my mind- I think I've shared this with 

you before. At Schmitt's he had a sign on the wall, it had been there 40 years.  It 

said, "There's no place like this place anywhere near this place, so this must be the 

place". 
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DI: I think it's a wonderful sign. Say it one more time for me. 

FS: "There's no place like this place anywhere near this place, so this must be the 

place". 

DI: I think that's good. 

FS: And he was the first one to start Coney Dogs and they became very popular 

because the Ala-A-Bye started them. That was his brother-in-law. The Ala-A-Bye 

 had very good hamburgers and these Coney Dogs and Chili. You could get a bowl 

of chili there. At Smitty's Place you could get the Coney Dogs. You didn't go there 

for a hamburger- Coney Dogs and Chili. 

DI: Byford was Smitty. It was Byford Smith, wasn't it? I'd better put that down 

because Byford's a little unusual name. That's neat. The Ala-A-Bye was still there 

when we were there, but I'm not sure it was carrying the name Ala-A-Bye at that 

time, Bill, when we were here in school. (my husband Bill had joined us) 

OK, any other Greeks or otherwise? Other downtown businesses because you 

knew them all, I can tell. 

FS: A lot of people don't realize this. They' (may not) remember Pick's Grocery 

Store. 

DI: I remember it,  but locate it for me. 

FS: Well,  a lot of people don't remember that Pick, Wilber Pick and Mr. Kirby, if 

you remember Mr. Kirby. See Carbondale had some neighborhood markets. 

DI: That's a very good topic. 

FS: Yeah, Kirby's Market was in a neighborhood. 
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DI: We’ve got enough time to do some neighborhood markets. Nobody has done 

those for me except people have mentioned Entminger's 

DI: So you want to do. . .those store? 

FS: Yes, that was another one . 

DI: Do you want to go with Kirby’s first and can you locate it for me well enough 

so we can get its locale.  

FS: Well Kirby’s, I remember two spots. 

DI: Let’s go with both of them then. 

FS: One being on Sycamore Street 

DI Okay- 

FS: That building is still standing by the way. 

DI: OK. (north side of  Sycamore, middle of the block east of the Armory in 2009) 

FS: He had meat counter in there and that was the attraction. People came in there 

for to get these fresh cut pork chops and roasts, etc. But he sold,  you know, 

canned goods and other stuff. 

DI: But the meat was (the real draw)? That’s neat to know.  

FS: People came in there for his fresh cut meats and so forth. Where as Pick’s-

Wilber Pick was located -  I guess I remember him in two spots, too. 

DI: Oh, give us a location for it, that’s OK. 

FS: Well, Pick had a place out on East Main- sort in the area where Stiles Office 

Supply would have been, in that area, maybe a little more west of that. Wilber had 

a place out there. I think that most  people know that Wilber got into the package 
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liquor business several years after this. He was a collector of old cars, He had 

some very unique automobiles. He stored them in a barn. What a lot of people 

wouldn’t know is Wilber Pick and Kirby, Mr. Kirby, these guys were as different 

as day and night in their personalities, actually owned a store together. 

DI: Oh? 

FS: On Illinois Avenue. If you took that walk that Dede and I take- out of Daniel’s 

Grocery Store and headed north- on the corner of Illinois and Walnut, Alvin 

Sponsler owned a gas station, another Standard station. Smitty’s was in that block, 

the restaurant, by Sponsler's place. But what was I going to tell you? 

DI: You were going to tell me about Kirby and Pick  . . . 

FS: They has a grocery store in there, they sure did. They had a market in there. 

And these two guys did not get along! 

DI: But they owned a place together.  

FS: They owned a place together! 

DI: On the east side or the west side? 

FS: On South Illinois Avenue. 

DI: Okay. 

FS: East side.  

DI: That’s what I thought. 

FS: It was across the street from Walgreen’s and from Coxes hotel and all that. 

DI: I don’t remember Cox’s Hotel.  

FS: Oh you don’t? 
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DI: I don’t know why I don’t remember Cox’s Hotel. It burned. didn't it? This is 

good- some things that you’re giving us, we haven’t gotten. Any other 

neighborhood stores that you can remember? That would be fun. Talk to the folks 

at the Senior Center about neighborhood grogery stores, because you don’t usually 

know them unless they’re in your neighborhood. 

FS: Yeah, that’s a good idea. 

DI: Or if you pass them on the way home from school, like we passed 

Entsminger's. 

FS: Good idea. I can definitely dig on that. 

DI: Well, a year ago there were two SIU students, two gals, who called down here 

- it’s been about two years now- but they called down here to the Civic Center and 

they asked if we had any pictures of neighborhood groceries. They were doing a 

serious research project. I don’t know if it was architecture or what it was. But it 

might have been sociology, and they wanted to know about any neighborhood 

 groceries. We dug up a few things for them and Helen Denison and I got started 

talking and we started naming  places that we could remember and Joe Barringer 

mentioned one that his folks had. 

FS: Oh, yes. 

DI: Right across from Lincoln School. I’ve got a picture of that,  

FS: You do? 

DI: But I didn’t have it at the time. It’s in the file in here. 
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FS: I’m trying to think, where at across from the school? 

DI: North, north of the school, somewhere in that short block 

FS: Toward IV’s? (Italian Village) 

DI: Toward... okay, Lincoln School . .  

FS: I remember the school. 

DI:   Lincoln School is there, and then there's a little road on the north end of the 

school. At that time where the school was. The school, of course, has been torn 

down, so don’t go looking for the school. It’s not there anymore. By the time this 

tape is used it will probably be the police station for the City of Carbondale. 

Anyway, he said their store was right along- a couple of doors north- but kind of 

along a little road that went along the north side of the building. If I got the picture 

out and showed you, you might be able to say “Oh yeah that faced Washington”, 

or whatever. 

FS: You just- my memory just turned to something else. 

DI: Oh, go ahead. I'm going to put down  Entsminger's Grocery and I’m going to 

put down Barringer’s. 

FS: Well, let me ask you a question here because and I’ll get the answer to this. 

DI: Okay. 

FS: What was IV's before it became Italian Village? I can tell you who started it? 

Because my daddy used to make their pizza dough. 

DI: I don’t know. 

FS: John Begetti. 
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DI:OK? 

FS: But was that a store? 

DI: Yes, it was a store, then they tore it down. 

FS: Bridges! (They own Italian Village now-2009) 

DI: It was... There were two stores or three stores along there. 

FS: Spires was there. 

DI: Bridges own it now. So that makes sense. 

FS: But- did they handle it like a market? 

DI: It seems to me it was a market. 

FS: I would almost bet on it, but I wouldn’t "bet the farm". 

DI: I wouldn’t either. I tell you the Italian Village looks so different that they 

probably - they’ve rebuilt on two or three times - they probably could tell us if any 

of it was quote, unquote “original”. But the location is right. Recently Mayor Cole 

did a deal and they tore down one of the older of those buildings, which I think 

(had been) Spires. It wasn’t worth salvaging, but it was a landmark and I wish we 

could have. But you’re right. So, and I’d better put down . . . (these names) 

FS: I can get the answer to that. 

DI: Yes, you could get the answer. 

FS: People like Jack Dellinger (would know) sitting there working at the glove 

factory for 30 years. (factory at the corner of S. Washington and E. College) 

DI: They know that neighborhood and they can locate Barringer’s Store, too. 

FS: Yeah, Jack and (who)? 
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DI:  Bridges! 

FS: Oh, this is delicious stuff. (sipping some flavored bottled water) 

DI: Isn’t that good? 

FS: That’s K-mart or Wal-mart, isn’t it? Yeah, that’s good stuff.  

DI: We’re mentioning "Fruit 2-0" folks. If you’re listening to this fifty years from 

now you won’t have a clue what we’re talking about. There will be something 

fancy then, too. But it’s just a good flavored water. We have more time. I don’t 

really want to save things for another time, unless we need to. because we’re onto 

do another tape and I want to make a copy of this one this afternoon. What else 

can we talk about? You know we haven’t talked about events. Surely there were 

some memorable events. Or could you walk be around on (the SIU) campus? 

What was on campus when you went out and took a few courses out there? Was 

Old Main still there? 

FS: Oh, yeah. 

DI: Ok. Somebody said to me, asked me, today where Carter’s was. 

FS: Oh? 

DI: What, if we thought for a minute. We’ve got plenty of time on the tape and 

we’ve got plenty of time here. To get you over for lunch by eleven thirty. What if 

we took a walk.  started now at the bottom of  South University (Normal AV) 

before you go up to the campus. There’s kind-of a hill. At that time there were a 

lot of sororities and fraternities and Chaney's - Bill Chaney and the family lived 

along there. But you know now there’s nothing except those (brick) apartments. 
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Those apartments (on the east side) are still there. One of the big white houses is 

an ROTC house. 

FS: Well! What street are you on? (I sense Fred is getting tired here) 

DI: Walking up  S. Illinois Avenue toward the Old Main gate. I don’t want you to 

(actually) do the walking up toward the Old Main gate. I just want people to know 

that we’re standing . . . can we stand and face the campus as you would have 

walked in to go to Old Main? Can you do that with me? And we’ll both share what 

was on campus at that time. 

FS: Are you on Grand Avenue? 

DI: No, I think I’d like to start right on  Illinois instead of coming (west) across on 

Grand. People now don’t know that (Grand once ran west in front of Old Main). It 

doesn’t go through anymore, so they don’t know that it ever did. 

FS: No, (you are right). 

DI: Let’s just go to the Woody Hall corner at the entrance to Old Main. 

FS: OK. 

DI:  Just for the record- Carter’s little cafe and the campus hangout- was on the 

right hand side at the southeast corner of the lot where Woody Hall is right now. It 

would have been the southeast corner of Woody Hall. Somebody asked about that 

the other day. If you stood there and you looked at the campus you could 

 practically see the whole campus until the 1950's and 60's...when they started 

building Thompson Point 

FS: Oh, yeah. 
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DI: So!  What would we see if we were standing  right there in front of it and 

looking toward Old Main? 

FS: Well, that's very unique building where the Music Department was housed, 

 you know it is a white (stone) building. (Altgeld Hall) 

DI: Sure. 

FS: It almost looks like- the design was somewhat like a castle in a strange sort of 

way. 

DI: That’s called Altgeld. He was the governor and there were one of those 

Altgeld Halls on every campus of the "state schools" in the State of Illinois during 

that period. I learned that about a year ago. 

FS: I’ll be darned. 

DI: Yeah, that’s a neat building. Have you been out to see it INSIDE since they 

finished doing that about a year ago? Or so? 

FS: (NO!) 

DI: It’s much bigger, but it looks just perfect. Gale White here in town did the 

work and he made the new part look like the old part. 

FS: Really! 

DI: Then Old Main was straight ahead of us. 

FS: Yes. (nodding) 

DI: It’s no longer there. What was to the left? When you out , the library, a little 

kind of dark brick building. 

FS: Well, wasn’t, lets see the gymnasium was somewhere over there. 
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DI: You’re right, it’s to the left and farther back. That was the new men’s gym 

(1925) and now it’s the women’s gym. 

FS: Yes,  Davies. 

DI: What else was there on campus? 

FS: Well, Anthony Hall, of course. 

DI: What was it used for when we were there? I can’t remember. 

FS: Anthony Hall? 

DI: Hum! When we were there because you and I were there at somewhat the 

same time. 

FS: Well, wasn’t that  . . . 

DI: It was a dormitory, wasn’t it? 

FS: It was, it was, yes. 

DI: Were you ever in Parkinson Lab? 

FS: Yes, oh yes. 

DI: You in the Allyn Building (as a student) for a short period of time? 

FS: Um hum. 

DI: What grades do you- do you remember what teachers you had? I remember 

Mrs. Treece, Mrs. Meehan and Miss Entsminger, but I don’t know if they were 

still there.  If they would have been there when  you were there or not. 

FS: I think Miss Entsminger was still there. 

DI: Fifth Grade? 

FS: Yeah, I’m pretty sure she was. 
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DI: Everybody remembers Miss Entsminger. She was interesting. Let’s see what 

else was there? You do remember where the Student Union Barracks was. Do you 

remember all the barracks? There were a lot of Barracks. 

FS: There were several! 

DI: That the Student Union barracks) was where the doughnuts were (passed out 

by Dr. Morris). We’ve come a long way, haven’t we? They’ve come a long way. 

FS: Isn’t that something? (nods) 

DI: I don’t know if it’s ALL positive. We’ve lost some things, but we’ve come a 

long way. What else? What else is there that you’d like to share? Anything? 

You’ve briefly told us the type of technical bakery related sales you were doing. I 

thought that sounding real interesting. Do you want to share any if that? Or not? 

FS: Well. that was a full line bakery. You had- it wasn’t just doughnuts and a few 

cookies- you know. 

DI: When you launched out on your own and you were doing a sales 

representative type of things. You said you traveled? 

FS: Yes! 

DI: Tell us a little bit more about that. I think that’s very interesting. 

FS: Well . . . 

DI: How old were you? ( In your) twenties or thirties? 

FS: Oh, I was in my thirties or forties! 

DI: Okay. 
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FS: I had developed some relationships through trade associations and so forth. 

Some of the national organizations, American Retail Bakers’ Association and so 

forth. Anyway, after I got out of the (family) business, I had the bakery for 

fourteen years myself. 

DI: When did you get out of the business? 

FS: Oh boy! In the sixties. (not sure of the year) 

DI: That’s fine, in the sixties. 

FS: A friend of mine, who was a sales representative with Cahokia Flour 

Company, said “Fred you know, (you ought to)  start working for one of the 

manufacturers." Cahokia Flour Company distributed and sold flour all over this 

entire area- the St. Louis area, and over to Evansville. He recommended to one of 

the large flour milling companies that they contact me. International Milling 

Company who was just starting to get into manufacturing mixes for bakeries. 

(DI: I think you are wearing out and we can continue this later) 

 

Tape ends abruptly. We ran out of time and energy! 
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